Risdon Park PS Yard Behaviour Education

Risdon Park PS uses Behaviour Education to support current practices by;

- Developing a common language which reinforces self discovery and encourages empathy and respect. It creates a culture where we are strengthening and consolidating relationships and helping develop community minded thinkers and learners.

**Stage 1**
These are activities which others might be seen as unsafe or having an affect on the school environment.

- Littering
- Riding bikes in the yard
- Out of bounds
- Interfering with others (kicking ball away)
- Swearing (mild)
- Being unsafe (jumping off playground, play fighting)
- Name calling
- No hat on

The education of these behaviours would look like:

- informal chats
- chill out time in yard
- re direction/re focus
- helping fix the problem
- picking up papers
- modelling the correct behaviours to others
- talking with others (apologising)

**Stage 2**

- Throwing dangerous objects
- Leaving the school boundary
- Not responding to an adults request
- Not respecting property
- Repetitive actions listed in Stage 1
- Aggressive swearing

The education of these behaviours are to be followed through within the reflection room with support from students involved, class teacher and parents.

**Stage 3**

- Violence
- Continuous Harassment
- Cyber bullying

The education of these behaviours will be referred to Front Office immediately and Leadership will intervene with support from relevant staff. (Red Card)

*(Everyone has the Right to Be Safe)*